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Abstract 

Reproduction of nearby sound sources which include multiple frequencies is a 
fundamental problem in acoustic signal processing. In practical realization, the multi-

frequency sound source and near-field distortion are essential issues that must be 

considered in sound field reproduction system. As a consequence, based on the 
cylindrical harmonic expansion of higher order Ambisonics (HOA), a modified distance 

coding method for the nearby multi-frequency source reproduction is proposed in this 

paper. Firstly, the cylindrical harmonic expansion of multi-frequency sound source is 
derived in this paper. To restrict the near-field distortion for nearby sound sources, a 

modified distance coding is proposed. Then, by introducing near-field compensation 

(NFC) into the encoding stage, the modified cylindrical harmonic expansion of the nearby 
multi-frequency source is obtained. Finally, the match relationship between the 

reproduction sound field and the desired sound field is established by cylindrical 

harmonic analysis; besides, the weights of loudspeakers are designed by using least 
squares method. Simulation results show that the proposed method can accurately 

reproduce multi-frequency sound field; meanwhile, it can be seen that near-field 

distortion is evidently eliminated by the proposed method. 
 

Keywords: Nearby sound sources, multi-frequency sound source, modified distance 

coding method, near-field distortion 
 

1. Introduction 

Sound field reproduction aims at giving one or more listeners the impression of being 

immersed in a realistic sound environment by the array of loudspeakers. It has been 

frequently used in virtual auditory environments, such as multimedia environments, 
auditory display, vehicle simulators, etc. According to the psychoacoustic theory [1], the 

human ear is sensitive to the horizontal sound field at the same height, especially for the 

nearby sound sources which are also known as focused sound sources [2] (typically 
located within 1m from the listener). Hence, the reproduction technique of 2-dimensional 

(2D) (i.e., height invariant sound fields) nearby sound sources is more meaningful in 

practical situations.  
So far, the implementation of nearby sound source reproduction mainly utilizes wave 

field synthesis (WFS) method [3], spectral division method (SMD) [4] and higher order 
Ambisonics (HOA) approach [5-7]. In WFS method, two separate stationary phase 

approximations are employed by using the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation. 

However, the aperture between loudspeakers is limited by the spatial sampling process; 
meanwhile, the required number of loudspeakers is enormous over large areas. SMD 
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formulates the nearby sound sources in wavenumber domain with employment of linear 

distributions of secondary sources. But this method is only employed in linear distribution 
of secondary sources and has a restriction on the position of sound source. Recently, HOA 

has been related to the implementation of spatial near-field sound reproduction, where 

HOA is based on the cylindrical/spherical harmonic representations of a sound field. In 
this method, the typical study of nearby sound sources reproduction by Daniel [6-7], in 

which he adopts distance coding method of nearby sound sources to restrict near-field 

distortion. By using this method, the sound field can be accurately reproduced in the 
sweet spot. However, the distance coding method brings with it a strong low-frequency 

boost which leads to extremely large loudspeaker signals. More recently, a series of 
regularization functions (RFs) such as high-pass filters [8] and cosine-shaped weighting 

functions [9] are employed to compensate the near-field distortion [10]. But a preliminary 

study shows that the performances of these RFs are found to be insufficient and the choice 
of the RFs impacts the reproduced sound field. Otherwise, the existing sound 

reproduction systems mostly reproduce monochromatic sound field; nevertheless, for real 

virtual auditory applications, it is necessary to consider signals which include multiple 
frequencies rather than single independent monochromatic sound sources.  

In this paper, to address the above issues, the cylindrical harmonics expansion of the 

multi-frequency source is derived in this paper. Thereafter, a modified distance coding 
method is proposed to restrict the near-field distortion. Simulation results show that the 

proposed method can accurately reproduce multi-frequency sound field; besides, it can be 

observed that near-field distortion is evidently eliminated by the proposed method. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed 

method of nearby sound sources reproduction. Section 3 provides the simulation results, 

while conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 
 

2. Proposed Method of Nearby Sound Sources Reproduction 

In practical situation, there have been various methods for sound field reproduction. 

Almost all of them only consider a single frequency sound source. However, reproduction 

of multi-frequency sources (i.e., speech signal & audio signal) is an important issue which 
should be considered in acoustic signal processing. Hence, the multi-frequency sound 

field is firstly analyzed and the cylindrical harmonic expansion is get. In addition, in 

natural sound fields there are always more or less near field sources and the modeling of 
the near-field effect due to finite distance sources is rarely addressed in literature. 

Nevertheless, it points out a fundamental issue of natural or realistic sound fields. In 

traditional Ambisonics system, the near-field reproduction of the multi-frequency sound 
source results in near-field distortion. In order to eliminate the effect of high-order 

components [10] which mainly causes near field distortion, this section proposes a 

modified distance coding scheme. In Subsection 2.1, the multi-frequency desired sound 
field is presented by cylindrical harmonic expansion. Then, a new distance coding method 

is introduced to near-field synthesis in Subsection 2.2. The Subsection 2.3 calculates the 

weights of loudspeakers based on least-squares method and the Subsection 2.4 analyzes 
the influence of sound source position for near-field reproduction.  

 

2.1 Cylindrical Harmonic Expansion of the Multi-frequency Sound Field 

This paper mainly concentrates on the reproduction of height invariant multi-

frequency sound fields which are radiated by multi-frequency sound sources. At physical 

level, the multi-frequency sound field can be represented by acoustic pressure within a 
given region of space. In this subsection, the cylindrical harmonic analysis for the desired 

multi-frequency sound field will be discussed.  

In a source free region of space, according to the acoustic linear supposition, a multi-
frequency sound field can be generated by multiple single-frequency sound sources. For a 
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given frequency set K={k1,k2,…,kS}, the acoustic pressure of the multi-frequency sound 

field can be obtained as follow: 

1

( ) ( , )
S

d s s s

s

P P k


Kx x

                                                      (1) 

where Ps(x,ks) denote the acoustic pressure of the s
th
 single-frequency sound field. 

x=(r,ϕ) is the observation point. In equation (1), the desired sound field consists of S 

different single-frequency sound sources. ks is the wavenumber satisfied ks=2πfs/c, where 

fs is the frequency of the s
th
 sound source and c is the speed of sound. s is the amplitude 

of the s
th

 sound source.  
All the single-frequency sound sources located at xs=(rs,ϕs) are monopole line sources 

[11]. So the formula (1) can be rewritten as: 
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By using the addition theorem of cylindrical harmonics [11-12], the multi-frequency 

sound field can be rewritten as: 
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where Hm(•) and Jm(•)represent the m

th
 order Hankel function of the second kind and 

the m
th
 order Bessel function of the first kind, respectively. Ambisonic directional 

encoding format assumes that virtual sound sources are in far field. Therefore, based on 

the cylindrical harmonic decomposition of s
th
 line source of incidence s conveying a 

signal s
, the encoding coefficients can be represented as:  

( ) ( )s

m s s m sk E  
                                                          (4) 
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 is the m
th
 order Hankel function of 

the second kind).  
The equation (3) have an infinite number of orthogonal modes, which is not possible to 

be achieved, therefore this series expansion can be truncated to a finite number due to the 

properties of the Bessel function within the region of interest which is a circular region of 

radius lr (
  lr r

). Hence, (3) can be truncated to M terms as: 

1

( ) ( ) ( )
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s im
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s m M
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 Kx

                                        (5) 

where the truncation order 
/ 2r maxM er k     [13], e = exp(1) = 2.718 and Kmax is the 

maximum wavenumber corresponding to maximum frequency. Jm(ksr)e
imϕ

 is the basis 
function of cylindrical harmonic expansion. 

By using (4), the far-field sound sources can be accurately reproduced. Nevertheless, 

this format does not work well for nearby sound field reproduction. To address this issue, 
a modified distance coding method is proposed in next subsection. 

 

2.2 Modified Distance Coding  

Virtual auditory environments (VAEs) based on HOA method can effectively 

reproduce the far-field sound sources. However, when the sound source is located within 

the loudspeaker array (i.e., it is nearby sound source), the quality of reproduced sound 
field between the interest region (the black circle in Figure1) and the loudspeaker array 

(the red circle in Figure1) degrades seriously. This phenomenon is called as near-field 

distortion as shown in Figure1.  
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Considering some application areas (i.e., auditory display, vehicle simulators), it is 

important to eliminate the near-field distortion. In cylindrical harmonics analysis of HOA, 
virtual source encoding (i.e. positional encoding) includes distance coding and directional 

coding. From [6], it can be known that the near-field distortion is caused by the distance 

information; the reason is that the original virtual source encoding cause a finite, low 
frequency amplification which is negative for nearby sound sources.   
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(a) Desired Sound Field               (b) Reproduced Sound Field 

Figure 1. Near-field Distortion of HOA Method 

To solve the above issues, an improved positional encoding equation is proposed in 
this paper, which is a modified form of the original encoding equation (4). The modified 

encoding coefficients are given as: 

( ) ( ) ( )s

m s s m s m sk k E   
                                           (6) 

where s∈{1,2,…,S}, m∈{-M,-M+1,…,M}. The modified factor ρm(ks) is described by 
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where 1  and 2 are correction coefficients that need to be satisfied 2 =1+ 1 . 
( , )

( )s lNFC r r

m sH k which represents the near-field compensation (NFC) filter is expressed by 
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where the transfer function Fm(ksrn) (the subscript n can be replaced by s or l) is 

obtained as:  
(2)
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                                                    (9) 
Based on the modified distance coding module, the flow process diagram of the 

positional encoding can be described by Figure2, which is the detailed explanation of the 

equation (6). 
By applying the proposed encoding format (6) to the cylindrical harmonic expansion of 

the multi-frequency source (5), the expression of the compensated multi-frequency sound 

field is get as: 
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2.3. Calculating Loudspeakers Weights 

The key issue of the multi-frequency sound field reproduction is to design the weights 
of loudspeakers. Hence, this subsection will establish the corresponding relationship 

between desired sound field and the reproduced sound field.  

The simple source approach of Kirchhoff-Helmholtz Integral shows that the sound 
field is generated by the boundary pressure in the area surrounded by loudspeakers [14].  

 

 

Figure 2. NFC HOA Positional Encoding of a Virtual Sound Source: A 
Modified Distance Coding Unit Completes the Directional Encoding 

Therefore, given an observation point x=(r, ϕ), a 2D loud-speaker positioned at xl=(rl, 
ϕl) in the horizontal plane will radiate a sound field as: 

(2)

0( , ) ( )
4

l l l

i
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                                            (11) 

where k is the wavenumber satisfied k=2πf/c,  f is the frequency. 
Based on the addition theorem [11] for cylindrical harmonics, the 2D loudspeaker 

spatio-temporal transfer function (i.e., formula (11)) can be described by 
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Assume that L number of such loudspeakers are employed in a circular discrete array 

where the l
th
 (l = 1, 2, …, L) loudspeaker is located at 

( , )xl l lr
. Therefore, the 

reproduced sound field can be represented as 
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where wl(ks) is the weight of the l
th
 loudspeaker when the wavenumber is ks. If wl(ks) 

satisfy the condition that (13) equals to (10), an array of L loudspeakers located on 
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circular region of radius rl, can exactly reproduce desired sound field at all observation 

points r<rl, therefore, by minimizing the least squares errors between the desired sound 
field and the reproduction field sound field, i.e., |Pr(x)K -Pd(x)K|

2
, is given by 

Pr(x)K = Pd(x)K                                                            (14) 

By introducing (13) and (10) into (14), based the application of L’Hôpital’s theorem, it 
can be obtained as 

Hsws=βs, s=1,2,...,S                                                          (15) 

where the weight vector ws={w1(ks), w2(ks),…, wL(ks)}, βs={β-M (ks), β-M+1(ks),…, 
βM(ks)} is a vector representing the modified coefficients. The s

th
 translation matrices Hs is 

attained as follow 
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H =

           (16) 

According to Hs and βs, the required modal weights of loudspeakers can be obtained by 

ws=Hs 
#
 [Hs Hs 

#
+γI]

-1
βs                                                (17) 

where # represents the Hermitian Transpose, and I is a [(2M+1)×(2M+1)] identity 
matrix. Note that γ is the regularization control parameter and γ = 0 indicates the 

minimum energy solution of (17). To ensure the best reproduction performance, this 

paper sets γ = 0.001. 
 

2.4. Influence of the Nearby Sound Source Position   

As shown in Subsection 2.2, it is worth noticing that the reproduction quality of the 
proposed positional encoding method is correlated with the position of the nearby sound 

source. Hence, to confirm the relationship between the reproduced error and the nearby 

sound position, a detailed analysis of the reproduced errors is given under the condition 
that the nearby sound sources are located at different positions. 

The normalized mean square error (NMSE) is employed to describe the reproduced 

error in this paper, which is defined as follows: 
2 2
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where rr is the radius of the reproduction region, k=2πf/c. Pd(x,k) and Pr(x,k) represent 

the desired sound field and the reproduced sound field, respectively. rr is the radius of the 
reproduction region (rr is set at 1m in this paper), and k is wavenumber. In this 

experiment, L 2D loudspeakers are used, which are equally distributed on a circular array 

of radius rl = 1.5m. Without loss of generality, a range of test frequencies (i.e., 600 Hz, 
1000 Hz,…, 3800 Hz) are chose in this experiment. Then, a general representation of the 

reproduction performance is given in Figure3 where NMSE is shown as a function of 

different nearby sound source distance which represents the position of the nearby sound 
source respect to the center of the region. From Figure3, it can be found that for different 

frequency sound sources, the reproduction errors of the proposed method decreases 

monotonically with the increase of the nearby sound source distance. Additionally, it is 
noted that when the nearby sound source position is equal to 1m (i.e., the sound source is 

located at the boundary of the reproduced region), the reproduction error reaches its 

maximal value for most distances. Furthermore, the maximal reproduction error is 0.034 
which agrees well with the expected value of 0.04 referring to [11], so the position of 

multi-frequency sound source is set at 1m in following section. Nevertheless, it should be 

noted that the proposed method is not limited to reproducing such a position. For other 
positions, the reproduction errors only will be smaller than the selected position. 
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Figure 3. Reproduction Error of the Proposed Method at Different Positions 
of Nearby Sound Source 

 

3. Simulation Results 

In above section, the explicit interpretations of sound source position and the modified 

distance coding method are presented. In order to evaluate the reproduction performance 

of the proposed method, two simulation experiments are carried out and the 
corresponding results are given in this section. Firstly, the comparison experiment results 

are given over a referenced method. Secondly, the reproduction errors of sound field for 

various frequencies are evaluated. In these experiments, for convenience of the illustration 
purposes, the setting conditions are same to the above Subsection 2.4. The amplitudes 

(i.e., 1 2 3, , ,..., S    )  are all set at 1, but the proposed method is not limited to unit strength 

of each amplitude. The HOA method [11] with using original distance coding method for 
nearby sound source reproduction is employed as the referenced approach. 

A) The first experiment: The simulation is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the proposed method. For convenience of the illustration purposes, three-frequency sound 
source is located at (1, 3*π/2) is used, but the proposed method is not limited to three-

frequency source. The frequency of the selected sound source consists of 500Hz, 2000Hz 

and 3500Hz. The number of loudspeakers L is equal to 203 and hence the array is able to 
accurately produce a sound field with frequency up to 4000Hz in a circular array of radius 

rl = 1.5m.   

The desired sound fields are shown in Figure 4. The loudspeaker weights are calculated 
from (17) and the reproduced sound field of referenced method and proposed method by 

the least squares method are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Listening area is enclosed by 

a black circle in each. The loudspeakers are shown as “x” marks. By comparing Figure 4 
and Figure 6, it can be noted that the reproduced sound field of the proposed method 

corresponds well to the desired sound field. By comparing Figure 5 and Figure 6, it can be 

observed that the reproduced sound field within the interest region (the black circle) is 
almost identical with the referenced method. Nevertheless, the reproduced quality of 

sound field between the interest region and the loudspeaker array (the red circle) is 

significantly better than the referenced method. In addition, it can be observed that within 
outside loudspeaker array, the reproduced sound field is also obviously better than the 

referenced method. These simulation results validate the proposed method can effectively 

compensate the near-field distortion.  
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(a) Real                                   (b) Image 

Figure 4. Desired Sound Field 

      

(a) Real                                   (b) Image 

Figure 5. Reproduced Sound Field with Using Original Distance Coding 
Method 

         

(a) Real                                     (b) Image 

Figure 6. Reproduced Sound Field by Proposed Distance Coding Method 

B) The second experiment: Additionally, in order to evaluate the reproduction 

performance of the proposed method for different frequency sound sources, the MSE (dB) 
is also computed. The MSE (dB) is defined as follows: 

2 2
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x x
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According to (18) and (19), two more general representations of the reproduction 

performance are given in Figure7 and Figure8. The Figure7 compares the reproduction 
errors of the proposed method and the referenced method within the interest region (i.e., 

the NMSE of two methods in the area Dinterest={x(r, ϕ)|r<rr, l=1,2,…,L}). Furthermore, 

Figure8 describes the reproduction errors of two methods in exterior sound field (i.e., the 
NMSE (dB) of two methods in the area Dexterior= {x(r, ϕ)| rr < r <rl, l=1,2,…,L}).  
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Figure 7. The Reproduction Error of Proposed Method and Referenced 
Method within the Interest Region 
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Figure 8. The Reproduction Error of Proposed Method and Referenced 
Method in Exterior Sound Field 

In the Figure7, it can be seen that the reproduction errors of the proposed method are 

slightly larger than the referenced method in full frequency band. However, the 
reproduction errors of the proposed method are all less than 0.04 which is considered as 

error upper limit referring to [11]. Therefore, within the interest region, the nearby sound 

field is accurately reproduced by the proposed method.  
From Figure8, it can be observed that the reproduction errors of the proposed method 

are significantly lower than the referenced approach in exterior sound field. The reason is 

that the proposed method eliminates near-field distortion and reproduces exterior sound 
field. In conclusion, it is worth recalling that the proposed method is more appropriate for 

nearby sound field reproduction. 
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4. Conclusion 

In this paper, based on the cylindrical harmonic synthesis of HOA, a new method for 

the nearby multi-frequency source reproduction is proposed. Firstly, to restrict the near-
field distortion and achieve an efficient implementation, a modified distance coding 

method is proposed. Secondly, by introducing the method, the modified cylindrical 

harmonic expansion of nearby multi-frequency source is obtained. Then, we use the least 
squares method to derive the loudspeaker driving signals. Simulation results show that the 

proposed method can accurately reproduce multi-frequency sound field and the near-field 

distortion is evidently eliminated; furthermore, the reproduction errors of exterior sound 
field are significantly lower than the referenced method. Therefore, the theory and the 

proposed modified distance coding method addressed in this paper can be useful in 

designing sound systems. 
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